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M URDER M OST H ORRID !?
Vincent Blackhalve Killed By
Redemptionists.
It is a Sad day for the Blackhearts. Our
leader, Vincent Blackhalve is dead. Killed
whilst travelling the Underhive by the very
people he was seeking. Shot by a coward
who preaches openness, but ambushed like
the cowards they are!
As some of you may, or may not know, a
new gang to our region – The Brotherhood
of Jade – came across the Blackhearts and
challenged them for turf rights. The
Blackhearts sent them on their way. They
were dressed like house Cawdor, but there
was something not right about them. In
the spirit of good will, Blackhalve approached Father Jacob, of the Redemptionists, an expert on Cawdor matters.
Vincent was told to bring proof of such
evil. Vincent said he would bring him the
proof he needed.
A week later, smarting at the fact that I
retaliated to a sneak attack that put The
Boy Oram’s life in danger, their Leader,
Feyd Rautha, challenged me to a shoot
out. Taking Banzai Pete, the Boy Oram
and Ozzy, I set out to meet the creature.
Well, we advanced, when we were in
range, I saw him go for his gun and I
opened up with my trusty shotgun. He
dropped like a concrete budgerigar and
with his distinctive battle-cry, Pete opened
up with his ‘pea shooter’ gunning the
others down. We reached town and
discovered that the Brotherhood had been
declared outlaw. We returned to Hadley’s
Hope with the good news. The Boy Oram
had finally got his colours so we headed off
to Wal’s Hole to celebrate.

En Route, we ran into Father Jacob and
the Redemptionists. Without a word of
explanation, they opened fire upon us. We
fought hard, but they fired from cover and
ambushed us at every turn. Shot by an
Autopistol at extreme range, a lucky shot
felled Vincent. Gasping for air, Vincent
told us to back off; we needed to speak to
them. We did as we were asked and we
grudgingly gave up the field of battle.
Chilly surprised us by kicking out of a vent
with one of the Redemptionists in tow.
“Guess what I found?” he grinned. Vincent
looked pale so we headed for out for
Hadley’s Hope with our reluctant prisoner. Late last night, Vincent died from an
infected wound from the Redemptionist
bullet. There will be a Wake held at the
Dog’s Head in Wal’s Hole in 5 nights
time. Ganger Etiquette requires one
member of each Gang to be present. There
will be no gang business conducted that
night. There will be no rivalries that night,
we will be there to remember and honour
Vincent. Although not covered by the
Gang rules the Redemptionists will be
represented by Brother Gideon. Who will
be unfortunately be unable to attend, but
we accept his apology. After the wake, the
gang will settle a new leader and a new
gang in the time honoured way. If no
leader is found within three days, the gang
will dissolve and their members go their
separate ways
Now to the matter at hand. The Redemptionists knew we were investigating the
Jade Brotherhood, a House Cawdor gang.
They knew that Vincent was taking this
task seriously. As soon as we had such
proof, he was viciously assassinated. The

FROM THE HIVE :
Redemptionists talk on and on about
‘being in the Emperor’s light’, but they

Banzai Pete in Action
strike from the shadows and silence any
suggestion that they are not perfect! If any
member of this community has any sense,
they will never trust or respect any of their
treacherous number ever again. It is this
reporter’s view that if these Oustiders
were burned out of their pathetic, hypocritical church the Emperor himself would
not shed one tear.
Official Spokesman for the Blackhearts,
Banzai Pete, had this to say “If even one of
those scumbags steps one toe into our
territory I’ve got a bonfire of my own for
‘em. We’ve got your Brother Gideon,
Jacob. Come get him.” The Future of the
Blackhearts is in jeopardy due to cowards
and liars. Remember, Dog’s Head. Three
Days. Bring a large club

The details of the accusations
span from the group not mixing with other citizens of

Wal’s Hole as well as their
general demeanor and skintone. Rumours are abound
that they could possibly be in
league with the ruinous powers or a front for something
more alien. Before he passed
away Vincent Blackhalve was
heard to say that they “Just
aren’t right” and according to
sources the Redemptionists

Murdered Factory Workers, are Cults to Blame?.

•

Souls sought by The Pact
any souls welcome.

•

Guilder Ignomamious
Vreck assassinated by
hidden killer.

•

Mayor Speaks out
against Gang activity.

•

Pontus Christus famed
Healer has taken up
residence for now in the
barbers shop. He will
cure injuries for 50
creds.

•

Escher gang makes appearance, this time “The
Pink Ladies” take to the
fore. These girls are very
different from the unnamed Escher mentioned
in our first issue.

Report By “Posh” John Cook.
Please note the opinions expressed here may not
be the opinions of this paper.

R IGHT TO R EPLY :
Read something you don’t agree
with? You can reply by messaging
the editor. Send all comments to:
madmcgobbo@madmcgobbo.com

“C ULTISTS ” B ROTHERHOOD O UTLAWED
After a vicious fight against
Blackhalve’s Blackhearts (see
main story for other details)
Guilders declared The Jade
Brotherhood (A group from
House Cawdor) outlaw due
to extreme accusations of
heresy and witchery.

•

are still looking into this matter.
Unfortunately we were unable to get any comment from
their leader Fayed Ratha and
as soon as we have an armed
escort we will try to bring
you his comments.
Report by Bud Cratchitt

O BITUARYS
•

Betty of The Pink Ladies, she
died with her boots on!

•

Vincent Blackhalve, murdered by
back stabbing Redemptionists.
R.I.P
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